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Abstract: In the context of rapid urbanization, building an ecological security pattern that takes
into account both ecological protection and economic growth is of great significance for guiding
high-quality regional development. Taking the Hefei metropolitan area as an example, we iden-
tified the ecological source from three aspects—the importance of ecosystem services, ecological
sensitivity, and landscape connectivity—by using NPP-VIIRS night light data, impervious surfaces,
and the topographical index to the rest of the landscape resistance surface, and the least cumulative
resistance model to identify ecological corridors and ecological buffer zones. We then constructed a
comprehensive regional ecological security pattern. The results show the following: (1) The ecological
source area of the Hefei metropolitan area is 15,538.74 km2, accounting for 24.5% of the total study
area. It is mainly composed of the Dabie Mountains, the Yangtze River, the Huai River, and Chaohu
Lake. (2) The area of an ecological buffer zone, ecological transition zone, and development and
construction zone account for 21.8%, 39.7%, and 38.5%, respectively. Among them, the ecological
buffer zone serves as a protective barrier for the ecological source area; therefore, development and
construction activities should be restricted. The ecological transition zone should be constructed
with low development intensity, and the development and construction zone can be carried out with
greater development intensity. (3) The total length of the ecological corridor is 2816.89 km, with the
mainland of the corridor being cultivated land. Identified by superposition of the land use, the area
of conflict of urban expansion is 305.23 km2, mainly distributed along the Yangtze River and around
Chao Lake. The results may provide decision support for the construction of ecological security in
the study area.

Keywords: minimal cumulative model; ecological security pattern; ecosystem service; Hefei
metropolitan area
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1. Introduction

In the past few decades, with the sustained and rapid economic growth, urbanization
has continued to advance, and huge pressure on resources and environmental have grad-
ually taken shape. Species diversity and habitat fragmentation are becoming more and
more serious, and high-quality regional development is severely restricted [1]. Construct-
ing an ecological security pattern (ESP) aims to improve the service level of ecosystem;
ensure the safety of resources, the environment, and the ecosystem; strengthen favorable
ecological processes; and improve the well-being of mankind. Therefore, at present, the
important means to alleviate the contradiction between ecological protection and economic
development is to construct a regional ecological security pattern. This has also become
an inevitable choice for guiding the back-end ecological management to the front-end
ecological management in the new era. It is an environmental protection strategy that
meets the needs of regional high-quality development, providing a practical path [2].

In recent years, scholars have made fruitful achievements in constructing ecological
security pattern and gradually formed a typical paradigm with a “source-corridor” as the
main research structure. Many scholars have built different regional ecological security
patterns from different angles and methods. For example, Peng and others screened eco-
logical sources based on “importance-sensitivity-connectivity” and constructing regional
ecological security patterns [3]; Yu and others used it to construct an ecological security
pattern with the goal of biodiversity conservation [4]. The introduction of circuit theory [5],
the minimum accumulation model [6–10], machine learning [11], and other methods has
made the study of ecological security patterns more scientific and intelligent, and the
goal of ecological security pattern construction has also turned to a more comprehensive
perspective of considering the goal; however, scholars still have room for improvement in
the local details of the research content involved in the ecological security pattern and the
pertinence of research in specific areas, such as the assignment conditions and correction
methods of the resistance value of the least cumulative resistance surface and the ecological
security pattern. The classification of types needs to be deepened. An important path of
the migration of ecological flow and energy flow in the ecosystem is through ecological
corridors, whose identification mainly depends on the construction of resistance surfaces.
The construction of surface resistance is mainly obtained by assigning values to different
landscape types, but the diversity of land-use and the complexity of ecological processes
make it difficult to truly reflect the differences in land-use types under different land-use
practices [1]. Furthermore, the influence of human activities, the climate, and other factors
on increasing the resistance values, such as the correction of resistance values by night
lighting indices and topographic factors [12–17], can improve the accuracy of resistance
settings in different study units. In addition, many scholars focus on the corridor network
construction of natural ecological space, ignoring the conflict between natural ecological
space and urban development space, which will inevitably lead to the disconnection be-
tween natural ecosystem and socio-economic system [18–20]. The enormous pressure of
urban development space on the ecosystem will restrict the sustainable development of
the city and threaten the regional ecological security. The Hefei Metropolitan Area is not
only a high-level, multi-functional and international open platform in Anhui province
and even the central region but also an important space carrier for the country to partic-
ipate in global competition. At present, the natural ecosystem is affected by the rapid
expansion of urban construction based on traditional growth, resulting in the destruction
of its ecological continuity and integrity to a certain extent. All kinds of risk factors of
ecological crisis have increased significantly, and ecological security still faces threats and
challenges [18,19]. Additionally, as the current development situation is different from
the past, high-quality economic development and ecological protection must be ensured.
Therefore, establishing a regional ecological security pattern is a necessary condition to
ensure its orderly development.

Based on this, this article takes the Hefei Metropolitan Area as an example to evaluate
the ecological importance of the study area and identify the ecological source from three
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aspects: define the importance of ecosystem services, ecological sensitivity, and land-scape
connectivity; modify the resistance surface of the landscape by using NPP-VIIRS night light
data, the impervious surfaces, and the topographical index; determine the spatial position
of ecological corridors and ecological buffer zones by using the least cumulative resistance
model to identify them, so as to construct the regional ecological security pattern; and
provide scientific reference for ensuring the ecological security of the Hefei Metropolitan
Area and its sustainable development.

2. Study Area and Data
2.1. Study Area

The Hefei Metropolitan Area is located at the western end of the Yangtze River Delta
along the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River (Figure 1). It accounts for 40.6%
of the total area of Anhui Province. The total regional economy accounts for close to
59% of the province. As one of the rapidly urbanizing areas with economic vitality, the
Hefei metropolitan area has a distinctive monsoon pattern and climate, belonging to the
subtropical humid monsoon climate, with an average annual temperature of 16–17 ◦C
and an average annual precipitation of about 1100 mm in the region. The study area is
located between the Huai River and the Yangtze River, with numerous and developed
lakes and water networks. Due to the concentration of rainfall and runoff, the erosion effect
of water flow on the soil increases, and ecological and environmental problems such as
flood disasters and soil erosion occur frequently. The process of regional industrialization
continues to accelerate the substantial expansion of the built-up area of the metropolitan
area, forcing the deterioration of the regional ecological environment, which directly affects
human development and well-being. Therefore, it is necessary to build a regional ecological
security pattern to improve the level of ecosystem services and promote the coordinated
development of environmental protection and economic growth.
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2.2. Materials

The data used in this study mainly include land-use data and NDVI data in the study
area, which come from the Resource and Environment Science Data Center of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences (https://www.resdc.cn/, access on 20 July 2021); the Digital Elevation

https://www.resdc.cn/
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Model (DEM) was obtained from the Geospatial Data Cloud website (http://www.gscloud.
cn/, accessed on 20 July 2021) with a raster size of 90 m; the meteorological data in the study
area come from the “Anhui Surface Climate Data Monthly Value Data Set” (http://data.cma.
cn/, accessed on 20 July 2021); the actual evapotranspiration data of the Hefei metropolitan
area come from the National Qinghai–Tibet Plateau Science Data Center, and the data have
a 30 m precision through ArcGIS Kriging interpolation (http://data.tpdc.ac.cn/zh-hans/,
accessed on 19 July 2021); the soil data come from the Chinese soil dataset (1:1 million)
(http://vdb3.soil.csdb.cn/, accessed on 19 July 2021); the NPP-VIIRS night light data come
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (https://www.noaa.gov/,
accessed on 19 July 2021); the national terrestrial ecosystem classification comes from
the China Terrestrial Ecosystem Database (https://www.ecosystem.csdb.cn/index.jsp,
accessed on 19 July 2021); the relevant planning documents and other data of the study area
come from government departments. Based on the ArcGIS platform (https://developers.
arcgis.com/, accessed on 19 July 2021), the coordinate system of all spatial data is unified as
Albers Conic Equal Area and resampled into a 30 m × 30 m grid unit size for subsequent
operations (Table 1).

Table 1. Basic introduction of research data.

Data Name Resolution Format Data Description

Land use 30 m Grid Generated by human visual interpretation based on the Landsat 8
remote sensing image, used to calculate habitat quality

Annual average
precipitation 30 m Grid

Obtained by calculating multi-year average after interpolation of
data from national meteorological station, used to calculate rainfall
erosivity factor and water conservation capacity

Soil 1000 m Grid Obtained based on the soil-type map (1:1,000,000) and the data of the
second soil survey, used to calculate the soil erodibility factor

DEM 30 m Grid Obtained from the STRM DEM data products, from which the LS
factors are calculated

NDVI 1000 m Grid
Generated by maximum value synthesis method based on the
SPOT/VEGETATION NDVI satellite remote sensing data of
continuous time series

Actual
evapotranspiration 30 m Grid

Cut according to the mask of the study area based on the actual land
evapotranspiration data of the whole country, the 30 m precision data
of the study area are obtained by using Kriging interpolation

National terrestrial
ecosystem classification — Vector Used to calculate water conservation capacity

Basic geographic data — Vector Include the distribution data of administrative divisions, road traffic,
river systems, etc.

3. Methods

Focusing on studying the characteristics of regional ecosystems and the requirements
of regional high-quality development, this article constructs the ecological security pattern
of the Hefei Metropolitan Area based on the research method of “source identification-
corridor construction”. The ecological importance of the study area from three aspects—the
importance of ecosystem services, ecological sensitivity, and landscape connectivity—was
evaluated, and the natural breakpoint classification method was used to divide it into
five categories, including extremely unimportant, unimportant, generally important, very
important, and extremely important. The important and extremely important ecological
land of the study area was extracted, and the cumulative proportion of different numbers
of ecological land patches to the total ecological land area was used to initially screen and
eliminate fragmented patches to select ecological sources. Then, ecological corridors were
identified based on the least cumulative resistance model, using the minimum cumula-
tive expansion resistance of the source and the minimum accumulation of the town. The

http://www.gscloud.cn/
http://www.gscloud.cn/
http://data.cma.cn/
http://data.cma.cn/
http://data.tpdc.ac.cn/zh-hans/
http://vdb3.soil.csdb.cn/
https://www.noaa.gov/
https://www.ecosystem.csdb.cn/index.jsp
https://developers.arcgis.com/
https://developers.arcgis.com/
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difference in expansion resistance was divided into an ecological buffer zone, ecological
transition zone, and development and construction zone; in view of the post-construction
ecological security pattern, the construction strategies for the ecological source area, ecolog-
ical corridor, and ecological buffer zone were proposed (Figure 2).
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3.1. Identification of Ecological Sources
3.1.1. The Importance of Ecosystem Services

Ecosystem services refer to all the benefits that mankind obtains directly or indirectly
from the ecosystem and are the basis for mankind’s survival and development. According
to the characteristics of the study area’s ecosystem and reference-related research [3,18–21],
four types of ecosystem service functions, including biodiversity, soil conservation, carbon
fixation, and water conservation, were selected as important for the evaluation of the
study area’s ecosystem services in this article. The study area is mainly responsible for
soil conservation and water conservation services in the Yangtze River Delta, while habitat
support and carbon storage services are relatively less important, so the four types of
ecosystem services were normalized and assigned weight values of 0.3, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.2,
respectively [22,23]. Through GIS spatial overlay analysis, the importance of ecosystem
services in the study area was comprehensively evaluated, and the natural breakpoint
classification method was used to divide it into three levels: high, medium, and low. The
specific evaluation method and calculation process are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Ecosystem service assessment method and calculation process.

Ecosystem Services Principles and Methods Calculation Process

Water conservation Model of water
conservation [24]

TQ = ∑
j
i=1(PI − Ri − ETi)× Ai × 103 (1)

In this formula, TQ represents the total water conservation (m3), PI
represents rainfall (mm), Ri represents surface runoff, ETi represents
evapotranspiration (mm), Ai represents the area of type i ecosystem
(km2), i represents the i-th type of ecosystem type in the study area, and j
represents the number of ecosystems in the study area.

Soil and water
conservation

Model of Soil and water
conservation [25]

The soil and water conservation service model is modified by the revised
universal soil loss equation (RUSLE) to carry out the evaluation, the
formula is as follows:

Ac = Ap − Ar = R × K × LS × (1 − C × P) (2)

In this formula, Ac represents the amount of soil and water conservation
[t/(hm2·a)], Ap represents the potential soil erosion amount, Ar
represents the actual soil erosion amount, R represents the rainfall
erosivity factor [MJ·mm/(hm2·h·a)], K represents the soil erodibility
factor [t·hm2·h/(MJ·hm2·mm)], LS represents the slope length and slope
factor (dimensionless), and C represents the vegetation cover and crop
management factor (dimensionless).

Carbon fixation

Carbon module of invest
model, specific parameter
settings are quoted from

related research [26]

C = Cabove + Csoil + Cdead + Cbelow (3)

In this formula, C represents the total carbon sequestration, Cabove
represents the aboveground carbon sequestration, Csoil represents the soil
carbon sequestration, Cdead represents the dead carbon sequestration, and
Cbelow represents the belowground carbon sequestration.

Habitat quality

Habitat Quality module of
InVEST model, specific

parameter settings are quoted
from related research [27]

Qxj = Hj

(
1 − D2

xj

D2
xj+k2

)
(4)

In this formula, Qxj represents the habitat quality index of the grid x of
the habitat type j, Hj represents the habitat suitability of the habitat type j,
Dxj represents the habitat stress level of the grid x of the habitat type j,
and K represents the half-saturation constant.

3.1.2. Ecological Sensitivity

Ecological sensitivity refers to the degree of response of the ecosystem to disturbance
from human activities and changes in the natural environment, indicating the degree of
difficulty and possibility of regional ecological environmental problems [28]. Ecological
sensitivity assessment mainly includes sensitivity to soil erosion and rocky desertification.
Through ecological sensitivity evaluation, it is possible to screen out highly sensitive areas
that are not easy to recover after being disturbed, thereby providing a goal orientation for
the determination of ecological space based on the perspective of improving the internal
stability of the ecosystem and providing a scientific basis for the prevention and governance
of regional ecological environmental problems.

The geological structure of the Hefei Metropolitan Area is complex. Geological disas-
ters in mountainous areas such as landslides, collapses, ground subsidence, ground cracks,
mudslides, and floods occur from time to time, which seriously affect the productivity and
life of the people in the region. Salinization and desertification in the territory are not con-
sidered in this study due to the low degree of rocky desertification in the Hefei Metropolitan
Area. The main consideration is the sensitivity of geological hazard risk and soil erosion
sensitivity, of which geological hazard risk is general and elevation, slope, vegetation cover-
age, and land types are more closely related, which is estimated to represent the sensitivity
evaluation of geological disasters. The ecological sensitivity evaluation of the study area
was obtained after the evaluation indices were spatially superimposed on the GIS platform.
The selection of main indicators and weight refer to related research [10,22–24], as shown
in Table 3.
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Table 3. Classification and weight of ecological sensitivity evaluation factors.

Evaluation
Factor/Unit

Sensitivity Assignment
Weights

9 7 5 3 1

NDVI >0.75 (0.65, 0.75] (0.65, 0.75] (0.35, 0.50] ≤0.35 0.20
Elevation (m) ≥500 (500, 800] (800, 1100] (1100, 1400] >1400 0.15

Slope ≤5 (5, 10] (10, 15] (15, 25] >25 0.15
Land use type Forest land or Waters Grass land Cropland Construction land Bare land 0.20

the Soil Erosion
Intensity

Extremely strong
erosion

Strong
erosion Moderate erosion Mild erosion Slight erosion 0.30

3.1.3. Landscape Connectivity

Landscape connectivity refers to the degree of convenience or hindrance of the land-
scape to the ecological flow and is an important indicator to measure the ecological process
of the landscape [25]. Maintaining good connectivity is one of the key factors to protect
biodiversity and maintain the stability and integrity of the ecosystem [26]. The probability
of connectivity (PC) can not only reflect the connectivity of the landscape but can also calcu-
late the important value of each patch of the landscape to the connectivity of the landscape.
It is currently widely used in landscape planning, and it spreads directly between the two
habitat nodes. The possibility of defining connectivity was used as a basis for evaluating
the intensity, frequency, or flexibility of the direct migration of the research species [29].
The calculation formula of the PC index is:

PC =
∑n

i=1 ∑n
j=1 ai × aj × pij

A2
l

where n is the total number of habitat nodes in the landscape; ai and aj are the areas of
patch i and patch j, respectively; A2

l is the total area of the study area; and pij is all paths
between patch i and patch j. The maximum value of the final connectivity is as follows:

dpCi = 100 × PC − PCi−remove
PC

where PC is the possible connectivity index of the landscape as a whole when all patches
exist, and PCi−remove is the possible connectivity index value of the landscape composed
of the remaining patches after the patch i is removed. The higher the value of dpCi, the
higher the importance of the patch in landscape connectivity, and the more obvious the core
position of patch i in the landscape. This paper uses ArcGIS 10.2 software plug-in modules
Cone for Inputs for ArcGIS 10.2 and Cone for Seminude 2.5.8 to calculate the connectivity
of ecological sources.

3.2. Minimum Cumulative Resistance Surface Construction

The difficulty of species movement in different habitats in horizontal space is mainly
affected by land cover and human activities. According to the research of existing scholars,
the reciprocal habitat quality was used to construct the resistance surface of the Hefei
Metropolitan Area, and the night light data, impervious surfaces, and topographic index
were used as correction factors [30,31]. Night light data and impervious surfaces can
indicate the intensity of human activities, and the topographical position was used to
analyze the impact of terrain gradients on land use [32–34]. Considering that the value
may appear to be zero, the data were processed into non-zero values and do not affect the
actual resistance surface composition (Figure 3):
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RZ = R0 × NTL × TL

TL = ln
[
(

E
E
+ 1)× (

S
S
+ 1)

]
where RZ is the corrected resistance value of each grid in the study area, R0 is the initial
resistance value constructed based on the reciprocal of the habitat quality, NTL is the
normalized night light index, and TL is the return value. In the Yihua terrain index, E
and E represent the elevation value of any grid and the average elevation value of the
study area; S and S represent the slope value of any grid and the average slope value of the
study area.
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3.3. Ecological Security Pattern Construction

According to previous studies [2,6,35,36] and the requirements of regional devel-
opment, the construction of an ecological security pattern mainly includes establishing
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ecological sources and restricting construction and development in this area, establishing
ecological corridors to promote species exchanges, etc. The ecological process is carried out
in an orderly manner, and buffer zones are established to reduce the interference of human
activities in the core area. Therefore, this study constructs a regional ecological security
pattern from three aspects: ecological source, buffer zone, and potential ecological corridor:

(1) Ecological source. The source area is the core area of ecological protection. This study
extracts the ecologically important and extremely important ecological land in the
study area and removes the small patches that have little impact on the ecosystem
service function to obtain the ecological source area of the study area.

(2) Buffer zone. Based on the minimum cumulative resistance model, the minimum
cumulative resistance of the ecological source and urban land is calculated and nor-
malized, and then the difference between the two is calculated, and the area outside
the ecological source is partitioned through the mutation detection method [37]. The
buffer zone is an area with low cumulative resistance around the ecological source
area. It is used to protect the ecological process and natural succession of the core
area, reduce the impact of human disturbance of the external landscape, and propose
corresponding planning strategies for the ecological buffer zone.

(3) Ecological corridor. The potential ecological corridor is the lowest cumulative resis-
tance valley line between ecological sources. Based on the ecological source and the
landscape resistance surface, the Linkage Mapper tool can be used to calculate the
minimum cumulative cost distance path, thereby determining the spatial location of
the ecological corridor and identifying important corridors.

4. Results
4.1. Results of Ecological Land Identification

(1) The importance of ecosystem services

In terms of the importance of ecosystem services (Figure 4a), high importance is
mainly distributed in the Dabie Mountain area in western Anhui and around Chaohu
Lake. The land area is 18,270.48 km2, accounting for 28.80% of the total study area. The
hilly areas south of Hefei and east of Chaohu Lake are the habitats of most biological
species. In addition, some woodlands and waters are scattered around the Huai River
in northern Anhui and the Badong Mountain in Huainan, which also have important
ecosystem service functions.

(2) Ecological sensitivity

In terms of ecological sensitivity (Figure 4b), it is mainly distributed around the Dabie
Mountains and the interlaced zone of mountainous plains in western Anhui. The land
area is 11,499.86 km2, accounting for 18.13% of the total area of the study area. Due to the
interference of human activities, woodland and grassland close to urban construction land
are highly sensitive and vulnerable to damage.

(3) Landscape connectivity

The landscape connectivity in the study area (Figure 4c) is mainly vegetation enrich-
ment areas or water areas. The high-connectivity patches in the area are Dabie Mountain,
Chaohu Lake, and the Yangtze River in western Anhui. They have extremely important
ecological service functions in the area and are regulating areas. The climate is an important
ecological source for maintaining regional ecological activities.
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4.2. Construction of Ecological Security Pattern
4.2.1. Ecological Source

The importance of ecosystem services, ecological sensitivity, and landscape connectiv-
ity are superimposed to obtain the ecological importance grade evaluation result (Figure 5a),
which is divided into three grades of low, medium, and high through the natural breakpoint
classification method, and the high-grade land is extracted as the study area’s ecological
land (Figure 5b). Considering the limited contribution of patches to ecological services,
the proportion of the contribution of patches to the total area of ecological land is used
to screen the ecological land, and the fragmented ecological land patches are removed to
obtain the final ecological source (Figure 5c). After this exclusion, the area of ecological
sources accounted for 85.6% of the total ecological land area, specifically 15,538.74 km2.
Large-scale ecological sources are mainly distributed around the Dabie Mountains and
Chaohu Basin in western Anhui. The overall ecological sources in northern Anhui are
relatively fragmented. This is related to the mainland composition of northern Anhui as
cultivated land, woodland, grassland, etc., are divided into fine patches.
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4.2.2. Ecological Buffer Zone

The calculation results of the minimum cumulative resistance surface for the expansion
of the ecological source are shown in Figure 6. Using the mutation-detection method, three
areas other than the ecological source and construction land are obtained (Figure 6c).
Among them, the area of low cumulative resistance surrounding the ecological source is the
ecological buffer zone, with an area of 21,702.2 km2, accounting for 21.8% of the area. This
area is a landscape space around the source that is easier for species to use and plays an
important role in maintaining the connectivity of the ecological source and protecting the
source from interference from human activities. The area outside the ecological buffer zone
has a relatively high cumulative resistance value, and its sensitivity to human activities is
low. It is not suitable for development as an ecological source and can be designated as
an ecological transition zone and a development and construction zone. The area of the
ecological transition zone is 19,015.2 km2, and the area accounts for 39.7%. It can be used
as a marginal area for source protection and is suitable for development and utilization
with a low intensity of interference activities. The area of development and construction is
18,435.5 km2, accounting for 38.5% of the area, which can be used as the urban development
and construction area.
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4.2.3. Ecological Corridor

Based on the Linkage Mapper tool, we calculated the minimum cumulative cost
distance path, connected the ecological sources, built ecological corridors, and obtained
167 ecological corridors. Combining with the actual situation of the study area and referring
to relevant research, the corridor width is set to 1 km, and the total length of the ecological
corridor is 2816.89 km. As shown in Table 4, the total area of ecological corridors is
2479.06 km2, of which the area of important corridors is 808.45 km2. In the landscape
composition of the corridor, arable land accounts for the largest proportion of 70.06%,
mainly because arable land is the largest landscape resource in the region; water accounts
for 10.02%. Generally speaking, water areas will hinder the migration of animals to some
extent, but research on the water system in the region is relatively fragmented and cannot
divide habitats, and many scattered water bodies also provide short-term habitats for
animal migration to a certain extent. Forest land accounts for 8.24%, which is an important
biological habitat and an important node in the process of biological migration. Urban
construction land, villages, and other construction land are major hindrances to species
migration, accounting for 7.94%.

Among the potential corridors, some corridors have a high utilization rate during
species migration or ecological processes and have a key role, while other ecological
corridors may not have frequent ecological activities and play a relatively small role.
Through the ArcGIS 10.2 nuclear density analysis tool, quantify the utilization efficiency of
ecological corridors in different spatial locations, thereby identifying important corridors.
The nuclear density analysis results are shown in Figure 7. Among them, large woodland
patches around Dabie Mountain in western Anhui and hilly areas in the east have become
important places for animal habitation and migration, which play a key role in connecting.
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Table 4. Landscape composition of an ecological corridor.

Land Use Area/km2 Area of Corridor/km2 Percentage of Corridor Area/km2

Agriculture 39,125.13 1737.06 70.06
Woodland 8405.31 204.17 8.24
Grassland 4011.14 92.95 3.74
Waterbody 4406.64 248.39 10.02

Construction 7469.50 196.40 7.94
Bare land 11.38 0.08 —

Total 63,429.12 2479.06 100%
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4.2.4. Ecological Security Pattern

Ecological source areas and ecological corridors are the core part of building an eco-
logical security pattern. The buffer zone can be used as a reserve resource for the expansion
of ecological sources and can be transformed into ecological sources under necessary con-
ditions. Furthermore, it can also serve as an ecological source and human activities. The
role of interference isolation is to protect the stability of the regional ecological process.

The construction of the ecological security pattern of the Hefei Metropolitan Area is
shown in Figure 8. On the whole, relying on the natural environment in the area, the study
area has formed an ecological pattern with Dabie Mountains, Chaohu Lake, Huai River,
and Yangtze River as the core ecological supply areas. Dabie Mountain is the core source
of important ecosystem services in Anhui Province and even in the country, and it is an
important node for maintaining regional ecosystem services.

As an important water supply area and water and soil conservation area in the middle
reaches of the Huai River and the lower reaches of the Yangtze River, Dabie Mountain is
currently highly sensitive to soil erosion, and the mountain ecosystem is degraded, which
has increased the incidence of floods in the middle and lower reaches of the Huai River.
Therefore, policy guarantees should be put forward for the Dabie Mountains, an ecological
compensation mechanism should be established, and a comprehensive benefit evaluation
index system should be established to ensure the coordinated advancement of the ecological
environment and economic development. These policies and measures are based on the
harmonious relationship between man and nature, insisting on natural evolution as the
mainstay, and the process of natural succession is normalized to curb further degradation of
the ecosystem through a series of measures to accelerate the restoration of surface vegetation
coverage, increase the protection of nature, reduce human intervention in prohibited and
restricted areas, give play to the ecological self-reproduction and restoration capabilities,
and achieve the improvement and promotion of the ecosystem [37,38].
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For large water bodies such as the Yangtze River and the Huai River Basin, the
implementation of the policy of retreat (fishing) to the lake should be promoted to protect
the water surface of the lake and improve the fluidity of the river and lake. The water
body corridor contains three parts: the water area; shore water conservancy facilities, slope
protection, and bank revetment; and riverbank greening. These are an important part of
maintaining the normal operation of the ecological environment. Due to the development of
beach areas, the narrowing of river channels, and other serious destruction of river corridors,
the ecological functions of river corridors have been severely damaged. Therefore, it is
recommended to address the problems of “river floodplain wetland ecological restoration
belt”, “bank ecological recreation belt”, and “external ecological protection belt”. The
construction of ecological corridors will focus on the construction of cultural, ecological,
and water conservancy facilities to improve the living and leisure environment and the
biodiversity of animal and plant habitats. Construction activities should be strictly restricted
in the ecological buffer zone to ensure that the landscape pattern in the buffer zone evolves
in a positive direction to increase ecological security. For example, afforestation forms a
contiguous spatial pattern, connecting small water systems and large water systems in
the area, forming a complete water grid, and creating space for short stays for biological
migration. For the construction of ecological corridors, it is recommended to increase the
number of forest and grass species and improve the forest quality and biodiversity. At the
same time, the implementation of the policy of returning farmland to forests and grasslands
on important corridors should be sped up; for potential corridors, measures should be
taken by local conditions, both planned and implemented. The construction should be
promoted step by step in a targeted manner.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Conflict Land for Ecological Protection and Urban Expansion

In the process of rapid urbanization, the contradiction between ecological envi-
ronmental protection and urban construction land expansion has become increasingly
prominent [1]. Habitat patches are strongly affected by the surrounding land-use changes,
becoming fragmented and islanded, seriously threatening regional biodiversity, and even
becoming regionally high obstacles to quality development [37,38].

Using the current land-use map in the study area, the ecological source area, buffer
zone, and urban construction land are spatially superimposed to identify conflicting land
used for ecological protection and urban expansion, as shown in Figure 9. Among them, the
area of conflict zone is 305.23 km2, accounting for 1.17% of the total area of the ecological
source area and the ecological buffer zone. Affected by topographical restrictions, the
urban construction areas of the Hefei Metropolitan Area are mainly distributed in flat
areas. Urban built-up areas are expanded rapidly, and it is easier to invade ecological
areas such as the Yangtze River, Huai River, Chaohu Lake, which are closely related with
human activities. Therefore, it is necessary to arrange farmland or construct shelterbelts at
the edge of ecological sources to reduce the interference caused by external land changes.
Thanks to the state’s efforts to manage the surrounding ecosystems of Huai River and
Chaohu in recent years, it is less affected by construction land. However, due to the superior
geographical location, the frequent urban construction activities, and the early development
period around the Yangtze River, it has become inherent. In fact, a large number of conflict
areas have emerged from this. In the future construction process, water conservation areas
should be divided, all construction activities within the scope should be prohibited, and
linear natural fences should be formed in the peripheral facilities of the buffer zone, such
as woodland and grassland, to maintain the safety of water resources and the habitation of
aquatic species [38].
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5.2. Research Deficiency and Prospects

This research constructs a framework of “ecological importance ecological sensitivity–
landscape connectivity” to identify important ecological sources; divides ecological buffer
zones, ecological transition zones, and development and construction areas based on
the minimum accumulation model; and identifies cities through spatial superposition of
current land use, expansion of conflicting land, and proposed corresponding management
and control strategies, but the construction of ecological security pattern is an extension of
the core idea of landscape ecology “pattern-process”. Whether the current research results
can produce the expected effect or not needs to be tested in practice. The width of the
landscape ecological corridor directly affects its performance in maintaining ecological
security. Different species have different requirements for the width of the corridor [39].
How to determine the width of the ecological corridor under different conditions is a key
issue that needs to be discussed in the future. Whether the identified ecological source
sites based on current data are reasonable has not been explored. Related studies have
shown that climate change can lead to large changes in ecosystem services, for example,
changes in rainfall can affect the spatial pattern of water content, which in turn can affect
the evaluation results of overall system services. Therefore, in the future, we can try to
explore the spatial pattern changes in ecological source sites in the long term.

6. Conclusions

Taking the Hefei Metropolitan Area as an example, this paper quantitatively evaluates
the importance of ecosystem services, ecological sensitivity, and landscape connectivity in
the study area to identify ecological sources by using night light data, impervious surface,
and topographic level index correction. The landscape resistance surface is based on the
least cumulative resistance model to delineate the buffer zone and identify the ecological
corridor, thereby constructing the regional ecological security pattern and identifying the
conflict area based on the current land use superimposed with the ecological source and
buffer zone.

The research results show that the ecological source area of the Hefei Metropolitan
Area is 15,538.74 km2, accounting for 24.5% of the total study area. It is mainly composed of
the Dabie Mountains, the Yangtze River, the Huai River, and Chaohu Lake. The area of the
ecological buffer zone, ecological transition zone, and development and construction zone
account for 21.8%, 39.7%, and 38.5%, respectively. Among them, the ecological buffer zone
serves as a protective barrier for the ecological source area, and therefore, development
and construction activities should be restricted. The ecological transition zone should be
constructed with low development intensity, and the development and construction zone
can be carried out with greater development intensity. The total length of the ecological
corridor is 2816.89 km. The mainland of the corridor is cultivated land, followed by
water and woodland. The area of conflict of urban expansion is 305.23 km2 identified by
superposition of the land use, accounting for 1.17% of the total area of the ecological source
area and ecological buffer zone. Development guidance and planning control should be
carried out for this area.
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